Introduction
There are several approaches to IS and pathogen modeling [1] , among which models based on differential equations are probably the most common [2] . This methodology is mostly used for modeling particular aspects of the IS and pathogens, among which is its use on the study of inuenza dynamics [3, 4, 5] and treatment [6] .
Agent-based modeling (ABM) techniques are well suited for describing the diversity of IS and pathogen dynamics [7] , taking into account behavior distribution [8] , simplied insertion of new entities or substances and natural consideration of nonlinear interactions between agents, capturing emergent phenomena [9] . Most agent-based approaches model a generic IS [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] , and use such model to simulate particular situations (e.g., HIV infection [15, 16, 17] , pulmonary tuberculosis [18] ) or test specic theories (e.g. immunological memory [19] ). Some models specically target particular contexts; such is the case of the models developed by C. Beauchemin, used for the study of inuenza A infections. In [20] , the inuence of the disease's spatial distribution is investigated using a simple model capable of reproducing the virus basic dynamical features. The initial distribution of infected cells, regeneration rate of dead cells and proliferation rate of immune cells are further investigated in [21] . The same model was also used to reproduce the dynamics of in vitro infection with inuenza A [22] , eectively combining in vitro and in silico tools.
In this study we describe an immune-inuenza
A agent-based model, with emphasis on low level molecular antigen-antibody interactions.
The model was developed using the LAIS simulator [23] , 
LAIS simulator
The LAIS simulator is a multithreaded agent-based Tables 1 and 2 respectively summarize characteristics of agents and substances included in the model.
Simulations and results
The simulations presented in this section were performed using a 14x14 toroidal hexagonal grid. During a steady-state phase, were no infection or IS response is taking place, the number of distinct agents varies between 400 and 500. At peak immune responses, the number of distinct agents can reach 2 × 10 5 .
These simulations yielded a considerable quantity of data, of which we present and interpret the most relevant, either in the form of graphs or textual descriptions during analysis and discussion of simulations.
Inuenza subtypes and antigenic drift
The balance of sialic acid anity between HA and NA antigens is of major importance for ecient virus replication [31] . In this experiment, four simulations are performed, each with the deployment of one inuenza subtype at ticks 50 and 500. Each subtype has a dierent set of supercial antigens, with specic anities for sialic acid (the supercial receptor of epithelial cells). Table 3 In all cases, except for H1N2, immune memory was acquired against the invading strain. However, the eectiveness of memory is reduced when compared to a simulation of non-mutating bacteria using the same simulation platform and basic IS model [24] ; in this case, it was possible to ob- 
Antigenic shift
Antigenic shift is a major antigenic change which occurs at irregular intervals, being the main responsible for inuenza pandemics. In the inuenza virus family, only inuenza A is susceptible to this event.
Antigenic shift can lead to the evolution of new human inuenza A virus through the acquisition of a new HA gene encoding a dierent subtype from an avian inuenza, or by the adaptation of an avian virus, causing it to become transmissible between humans [26] .
In this experiment we infect the host with two dierent inuenza strains, H1N2 and H2N1, which were studied separately in the previous subsection.
The goal is to verify the occurrence of antigenic shift, and if it leads to the creation of a more infectious subtype. Given the stochastic nature of these simulations and considering the complexity of simultaneous antigenic drift and shift, each set of parameters should be tested a sucient number of times in order to be adequately explored from a statistical point of view. Nonetheless, the achieved results demonstrate that this model could be a starting point for predicting the impact of inuenza epidemics and the probability of pandemic outbreak.
